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SGA Asks Removal of Green
Table Grapes in Dining Halls
A request for the removal
of table grapes from dining
halls will be intiated by the
SGA soon.
Legislators passed the motion
recently in favor of the United
Farm Workers boycott of Cal·
ifornia grapes supporting migrant worker demands.
According to SGA president
Austin Cooper a letter will be
sent to Ray Ayers, food service
director, requesting that the
g~pes be removed.
Cooper, commenting on the
motion said, "Regardless of
whether or not it's a good idea,
regardless of whether or not
it should be done, the very
hasty and railroad-type at.
mosphere in which it was pass.
ed is a very serious error on
the part of the legislature.''
"The legislature should have
tabled it, talked to their cons.
tituents on and off campus and
then came back prepared to
vote," Cooper said.
Mike Fuller executive vice.
president seemed pleased with
the motion and said he was
glad SGA stepped outside of
Central to become involved in
som~thing outside of itself.
The SGA motion Monday,
followed the two day picketing
and informational boycotting of
Albertson's grocery store in
which approximately 70 Central
students participated at various

times.
The boycotters are under the
auspices of AND (Action for a
New Democracy). According
to Phil Garrison, English
lecturer and faculty advisor,
·the boycott is in response to
a three year old nationwide
strike on California grapes.
The strikers are migrant
workers who are demanding a
living wage, the right of collective bargaining, unemploy..
ment insurance and health and
welfare benefits.
Grape growers have ignored
these demands by illegally im- porting Mexican laborers to '
break the strike.
The informational boycott at
Albertson's is only on green
table grapes, Garrison said.
"We are hopeful that if we
inform enough people of the in..
justice they won't buy- them,"
· Garrison said.
Roger
Plenger, assistant
manager of the store said he
noted an increase in the · sale
of grapes
since the action
started.
Albertson's had refused to
withdraw the table grapes when
approached earlier on the subject.
Plenger said he was aware
of the reason for the boycott
but noted, "It's our policy to
remain neutral on any kind of
a consumer boycott.''

The Winner
Valerie Chung, representing Muzzall Hall, was crewned homecoming queen Tuesday night
ln the SUB by Jeanette Graham, last year's queen. Mlss Chung ls a Junior ma.jorlng In
biology from Honolulu HawalL

Students Elect Representatives

Boycotters
Picketing and an lnformatlonal boycott of table grapes
•arted Saturday at Albertsonso The boycott ls lmltattw
ol slmllar boycotts made by University et Wasblngten students at Albertsen stores ln Sea~le.

Central students are urged to
Members whose grades fall
get out and vote Wednesday, below 1. 70 wlll be automatically
October 30 in the SGA. elec. suspended.
tions.
At present, the constitution
According to Chris Olivas, provides for suspension of those
election chairman, this is the members whose grades fall be·
opportunity tO get a represen- low 2.00.
tative that represents you the
A.t the · deadline Wednesday
the students.
night several positions had no
Polling in each dorm is from prospective candidates. Dis..
9 a.m. • 5 p.m. Off.campus trict No. 2 on campus women,
students will vote in the SUB district No. 1 on campus men1
Mall, and Black Hall. Results off campus women, and posi·
will be tabulated Wednesday tions for women for honor coun..
night.
cil were vacant. To fill these
Students are voting for four vacancies a write-in campaign
men's and women's on.campus will have to be conducted.
legislative positions, four off. ·
Running for womens on
campus positions, two honor campus No. 1 is Bonnie Mills,
council members, and three
Jennie
Moore, sophomore;
constitutional amendments.
Steve McLeod Carmody junior
The amendments, if passed,
is a candidate for mens on cam.
wm ·allow members of the SGA pus No. 2. Off campus candi.
executive branch, honor couridates include: Jerry Doffie,
cil, am legislature whose
sophomore; Richard Fiege,
grades fall between 1. 70·1.99
sophomore; am Mark Musick,
to appeal to the honor council
junior.
for reinstatement.
Sanford "Sandy" Sidell, Muz.

zall sophomore and Doug. G.
M1ller, Elwood junior are running for the mens honor coun.
ell positions.

"get out and vote''
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Orient (alls Students
In the 1969 summer, Central graduates and undergrad·
uates will be offered a "Study
in Tokyo and Tour the Orient"
program.

include art, comparative rell·
gion, government, and sociology, economics, education, history, literature, linguistics, and
Japanese languageo

The cost of the program is
$1,950 plus passport, innoculations, airport taxes, and personal spendingo

All of the courses will be
taught in English and credits
wUl be accepted at Central in
degree and special programso

Dr o Jo Wesley Crum, dlrec..
tor of the program, stated that
the 3 credit course is com·
bined with either 71hor 12 credits earned at Sophia Univer·
sity in Tokyo.
All interested students should
. contact Dr. c rum in Room 7,
Black Hall, 963-17610
Crum acknowledged several
fields in which special courses ·
may be pursued to gain insights
into Oriental cultureso They

"The credits wlll be earned in serious study,,, c rum
explained," and the tour of the
Orient will be a bonus fea·
tureo"
Crum outlined the tour as a.
tour of the Bangkok, Singapore,
Manila, Hong Kong-Kowloon·
Macao, Taipei and Kyato-Nara
areas, and visitations in the
Tokyo-Nikko-Hakone portion of
Japan.

Tourers
Over a thousand pictures were taken during a reund-the•
world trip of Dr. and Mrs. Wayne Hertz this year. The
Hertz's who traveled through countries said the country
they like best was the one they happened to be in at the
moment.
0

Dr. Wayne Hertz Returns From
Extended Cultural World Tour
Dr. and Mrso Wayne s. Hertz
returned from a 5lh month
world tour recently which in·
eluded 28 cowitries of the
Orient,
Middle East,
and
Europe.
· The Hertz's, who emphasized
culture on their tour, traveled
in Japan, Kowloon, the Phil·
lipines, Hong Kong, Thalland,
~dia, Turkey, Greece, Yugoslavia, Palma Malorca, Portu·
gal, and Spain and then spent
three months driving through
Luxembourg, France, Ger·
many, Switzerland, Austria,
Italy, Norway, Sweden, Finland, '
Denmark, England, Scotland,
Wales, Holland, and Belgium.
"We went broke fast, taking
ad.vantage of bargains in Hong
Kong," said Dr. Hertz. With
a camera purchased there, he

'TARGET
Pages

THE BARON HAS

took nearly 1,800 pictures dur·
ing the span of the trip.
Nearly everywhere they \vent,
the travelers met interesting
and exciting people. One of the .
friends made .ctn the trip, Prof.
Felipe Padilla DeLeon of the
Philllpines, lectured on music
at Central last Sunday nlghto
Churches, museums, and
musicians were also of interest ·
to the Hertzs as they visited
art galleries, the Taj Mahal,
concert halls, and the homes
<:4 such well-known composers
as Beethoven and Mozart.
Universities were also on the
travelers' schedule as they
toured Cambridge, Oxford, and
many other highly rated cam·
puseso
By driving for the last three
months of the trip, the Hertz's
were able to visit UQtouched
villages and live as the natives
of the countries do.
At home now in Ellensburg,
Dr o and Mrs. Hertz agree that
the cowitry they like best is
the one .that they happen to be
in at the moment.

TOTIPALMATION
FIDELITY UNION LIFE:
INSURANCE CO •.
COLLEGEMASTER
Guaranteed by a top company
No war clause
Exclusive benefits at speciql rates
Premium deposits deferreo·
unt i I you are out of school'

Look That Up In Your

FUNK&
WAGNALLS

J. W. "Bill" Rolcik .

CollegeMaster
Representative
~'l4

E. 8th

962 -9292
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MARY JO ERA TH

JOY GUDMUNDSON
JEANNETTE GRAHAM
Former Queen

WISHING

DIANE SIMPSON

JANET RUHL

STAN SELLS
HOMECOMING CHAmMAN

TONY GINN
Director of Ceremonies

KAROL WALKER

Valerie Chung
Wears Crown

JOYCE SABELIS

'68 HOMECOMING QUEEN
VALERIE CHUNG

SANDY LINK

KAREN SORENSON

More Winners

Miss Valerie Chung
was
crowned
Central's
1968·69
Homecoming
Queen at the
coronation Tuesday night.
Miss Chung, Muzzall Hall's
candidate, is a lovely brown.
eyed brunette. Valerie, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Chung of Honolulu,
Hawaii, is a junior majoring in
biology.
It was the end of a woooer ..
ful year for Jeanette Graham,
1967 Homecoming Queen, as she
relinquished her crown to Miss
Chung.
The four princesses of her
court are Mary Willow Heally,
Student Village; Laura Parker,
Kamola; Janet Ruhl, Kennedy;
and Karen Sorenson, Stephens.
Miss Julie Pomeroy, Military
Ball Queen, and Julie Hayes,
Miss Sweecy, introduced the
candidates and five finalists.
Entertainment was provided
by "The Trio and Me."
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Crier SPOTLIGHTS OPINION
Amid Despair and Isolation Lie
Islands of Personal Involvement
Statistics have shown that approximately
10 percent of the s~udents on college campuses
in the United States have emoUonal concerns
of sufficient magnitude to warrant special
help.
According to various officials on Central's
campus, our institution is no exception, which
means that approximately 650 students on
campus are currently eXPeriencing very in·
tense emotional problem~.
_
- These emotional problems are in different
shapes, for ms and intensities, and are mani
fested in such overt behavior as the use of
LSD, marijuana, alcohol, vandalism and sexual
exploitation.
The most widespread expression of these
problems is apathy, for good reason.
The majority of students o~ campus are
searching for self identity. They are asking
themselves "who am I? and am I really
worth anything?''
As they ask their hearts are fearful_ of
the answer. Because of this fear they don't
get involved personally with anything or anyo
one.
out of concern for what people will think
of them they erect walls betwe~n themselves
and others.
Ironically these walls, built
for protection, become instruments of pain
and isolation.
But in the midst of this widespread self·
inflicted isolation, amid the despair and pres.
sures of campus living, there are small
groups of people, who like tiny tropical islands
surrounded by raging torrents of ocean, are
contented, free, loving; whose days are much
more often filled with sunshine than with rain.
These small groups of people can be seen
in the various residence halls, occupying a
friendly corner of a particular wing. They
can be seen discussing mutual problems in
the SUB cage, or having coff~e in Muzzall
Hall.
And sometimes, although never often enaugh, .
they can be seen in the classroom, with a
professor leading them.
These groups are Gompased of individuals
who make conscious efforts ~o get beyond
the walls separating individuals, who are
attempting to reach out and touch the lives
of others.
. It is in the classroom that the greatest
need for these kind of people exists. Pro.
f essors need to promote an active exchange of
ideas in their classrooms, instead of building
walls with boring lectures, creP.ting an atmosphere where students exist on one side and the
professor on tl!e other.
Central also needs more professors who will
take the time to relate to students outside of
the classroom situation.
But the task doesn't rest enHrely with the
individual professors. We all need to actively
seek out those small groups of people, these
tiny islands of men and women who live in
the midst of a hectic, pressur~ filled world,
but are not imprisoned by this world.
More importantly, we need to create these
groups,
WHS

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Homecoming 1968
FRIDAY
October 25, 1968
8 a .m. "Once \Jpon a Time"
ball tickets on sale at theSUB
counters.
1 p .m. All classes dismissed
. for Sign Building.
6 p ~m. Cocktail Hour, registra.
tion for Alum's at the Thun.
derbird Motel.
7 p.m. Signs are to be uptours of campus.
7 p.m. Movie "No Man is an
Island"' in Hertz Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. "The Moon ls Blue'',
all college play ·in McCon.
nell Auditorium.
9 p .m. SGA R and R Dance"Liverpool Five" in the [.;JE
Ballroom.
9 p.m. Jazz in the Cavern by
the ''Trio and Me".
10 p.m. Movie "Nothing But
the Best".

0

SATURDAY
October 26, 1968
TfotOLIGHi I i'OL-0 YOU l30Y6
9: 30 a .rn.. Alumni breakfast,
1N IH' R.00Mf7,
Registration in Holmes Din.
ing Hall.
10 a.m. Signs should be opera.
ting for tours.
( 10 a.m. Alumni tours of sign.:;
point failure to debate with the
guided by Spurs.
Vice President, one can only
12 a.m. Signs can stop for
say; Remember 1964 Hubert!!!!
PEP Rally.
12:30 _p.m. Pep Rally at Tom ..
Brice Alvord
linson Field; will include SkJ'
Off-campus
Ed and Hubert haveveryshort
Diving, Yells, Centrals Band,
memories indeed. Today they
introductions of gue.;:,s, anct
are chiding Richard Nixon for
sign dorm compeUtionawards
his refusal to debate on T .v.
This is in reference to a T
presentation.
Yet it was four short years
leaflet distributed by some of.
1:30 p.m. Football game Cen.
ago when Humphrey and Muskie
the more advanced educated
tral Washington vs. Puget
were key figures in a political
people of our campus. It goes
Sound
University.
maneuver to preveat a similar
without saying that our campus
6:30 p.m. Alumni Banquet in
debate between PresidentJohn.
is indebted forever to their·
Sue Lombard Dining Hall.
son and Barry Goldwater.
saving of a tragic mistake.
7 p.m. Movie "Nothing But the
The crucial point .was a vote
How could we think of electing
Best".
in the Senate to suspend the
a married girl for our home· 8:15 p.m. "The Moon is Blue".
so called "Equal Time" amend.
'coming Queen?-9 p.m. H o m e -:: 0 m in g
ment, thereby opening the way
But note, it states "Hom&
Ball "Once Upon a Time"
for Seaator Goldwater to in.
coming Queen," not MISS
in
the SUB Ballroom and Com.
crease his pressure on Pre.
Homecoming Queen. The com.
moos Dining . Hall SUB Ball..
sident Johnson for a debate.
mittee and I feel that all girls,
room fea~ring Ken Cloud.
The move lost by a -:r.:>te o! ·
married or not, are accept.
Commons featuring the' 'Clas .•
44 • 41 with Humphrey and
able to fill this title and role.
sic Trio"
·
Muskie. Had the voted other.
Thus, all are accepted and
9 p .m. Soft music in the ca.
wise, the move would have
all have an equal chance.
vern featuring Mike J".>:mson
succeded.
In reference to our Paul
and the "Trio and ME".
Not ·once during the present
Revere's of Central, at least
9 p .m ~ Alumni Ball at the
campaign has Vice Presiden~
he had guts eoough, and thought
Moose Hall
Humphrey called attention to
enough about his cause, to let
9: 30 p .m.
Night Club act in
that vote of his, which would
his name be known.
the cage fea~uring the "Es.
seem to be a legitimate part
corts".
of any rea -;onable discussion on
Thank You and
10 p ...rn. Movie, "No Man Is
television debate.
God Bless Them
an Island" in Hertz Hall.
In this particular instance,
Stan Sells
when Humphrey expresses in.
Homecoming
dignation over Nixon up.to-this.
General Chairman

Letters to the Editor

Remember '64

'Thank You'

AN ALL-AMERICAN PAPER

CaR1pus Crier
Published weekly on Fridays during the acaut::1nic y11::ar
during examination wee~ and holidays by stu.
dents of Central Waphington State College. Printed on
Record Press. Entered a.,, second class matter at the
U.s. Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926.
Af!fliated with the Associated Collegiate Press, Minn~po.
lis, Minn. and National Education Advertising Services,
New York. Views expressed are those of student staff,
not necessarily CWSC .
exc~pt

Edltor-ln-chtef, WARREN sr~.Man~ Editor, TERRIE
L. BRITT, News Editor, MARION WU.,SON,FeatureEditor,
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CAROLINE DUFF, si>orts Editor, KEITH ULRICH, Advertising Manager, VICKI FALKENBURY, Business
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Copy Editors, RIK NELSON, LINDA. HART, JANICE
BOYLES,- Photoiraphers, JOHN GLADNEY, RICHARD
WOODRUFF,
RICHARD MORTLAND, Reporters: Pat
Roe, Lynda Price, Brian Edmondson, Gary Larson, Jessica
Warner, Diana Rennie, Marton Wilson, Tom Lamping, Randy
Scott, Salley Beatty, Mike Dearing, Bette. Hile, Rita Askew,
Keith McWhtrter, Laurie McKinley.

L~tters

'

Welcome

Letters to the Crier editor are
always welcomed,-but they must ·
be typed, double spaced, and stgn.
ed. Deadllne date for the letters
ls Monday before Friday's publication.
stuctent editors have the author.
tty to accept, reject and edit an
letters and to decide treatment of
the letters as to space allotment,
page placement, head str.e and
time ot publication.
Letters should be no longer than
150 words in length and no unstgn.
ed letter~ will be accepted.

Loneliness

Students Experience Emotional Upheaval
By Warren Starr
Editor-in-Chief
Statistics reveal that suicide
is the largest cause of student
deaths on college campuses to.
day, which reveals that large
numbers of students are ex.

DEAN WISE
• ."more people helpers" ••
periencing very intense emotional problems.
Apathy, the excessive use of
alcohol and drugs, sexual ex.
ploitation and difficulty in inter ..
personal relationships seem to
be the largest problems plagueing Central students today,
according to various campus ad.
ministrators.
Alcohol affects the largest
number of students.
''Alcoholism as a disease is
extremely rare, but it is quite
a problem because each quar ..
ter it causes a number of stu.
dents to flunk out, injure them·
selves, and disburb others."
Dr. Donald Wise, Dean of Men,
reports.
''Drugs, such as acid or speed,
but mainly marijuana are for a
few students a way of life."
Dr. Robert Miller, of the coun..
seling and testing center said.
He added that this was true for
only a very few.
Dr. Behrman, of the Health

Marianne
Carrol

center, reports that the largest
percent of students come to
the health center with respira.
tory and psychosomatic disorders.
He stated that these ailments
are likely caused by stress,
pressures of the academic and
social college community.
Gil Splett, Campus pastor,
Wise and Miller, all felt that
the problems of the students
were symptomatic of a deep.
er, more universal problem.
"Self-awareness'' was the typ.
ical term used by the faculty
members to describe this problem.
"Most of the students coming
into the counseling center are
experiencing problems of in..
feriority, and a lack of understanding of their own thoughts
and feelings." Dr. Miller said.
"Students
are not sure
whether or not they are going
to have success in this world.
Many think the degree they attain here will insure this success." Dr. Wise said.
"Students have a lack of faith
in the entire American value
system, and an absence of mean.
ing for their lives," Rev. Splett
contends.
In dealing with students who
come to either theDeanofMen's
office, the· health center, coun.
seling center, or other depart.

ments designed to aid students
with problems, the main treatment prescribed was "compas.
sionate understanding." Dr.
Miller said.
"We hope that those students
wqo come in for help find un.
derstanding, compassion and
professionally competent peo..
ple to help diagnose and attempt
to cure the problems of the
students.'' Dr. Wise has said.
He added that there were not
enough people to aid the large
number of students who need
help at Central, and con..
sequently many are not getting
the help they need.
Dr. Behrman commented that
the current facilities at the
health center were inadequate,

the new health service," Splett
said.
All were agreed the task of
helping those students on cam.
pus with problems, emotional,
physical, psychological or what.
ever, doesn't rest entirely with
the counseling office, health ser.
vice, campus ministers, or any
department on campus.
"Students need to find at least
one person they can trust,
whether it's a guy or girl in
the dorm, a prof, or whatever."
Dr. Wise said. He added, "what
the campus really needs is more
and more "people-helpers.''

QUESTIONS BY
YOU AND
YOUR FRIENDS
Answers from
Dave Crow

Ask
Your

Pharmacist! ,
QUESTION:
Is it true that the hallucino·
genie drugs like LSD do in·
crease creative ability and.
self-understanding? Do they
really expand the user's
mind and abilities?

-Come In And Look Through Our Selection-

ANSWER:
AU scientific evidence to
date proves that instead of
'expanding' mental abilities
the use of hallucinogenic
drugs invariably limits
these abilities. The drug
abuser's belief of increased
mental power is merely a
part of the feeling generated by the experience. It
certainly isn't supported by
objective, scientific evi·
dence. In fact, the so-called
increase in creativity has
proved to be a temporary
illusion with actual creative
performance being either
poor or nonexistent. The
IQ has been found to drop
to a marked .degree under
LSD
ingestion. Visual.
motor functions have been
disorganized and impaired.
Brain wave abnormalities
were recorded, and mental
am physical malfunctions
have occurred with no pos.
sible means of predicting
how,. where or to whom.
A. high percentage of LSD
users whovolunteered blood
at the University of Oregon
Medical School were found
to have chromosome break·
age, aid one third of those
had chromosome damage
resembling leukemia or in·
curable blood cancer! (Need
we say more?)

NoRTH StATI ONE RS

MONEY S-VERS
PHARMACY

TARGET

I

A CAMPUS
MOVEMENT
FOR
PERSONAL
PEACE

DR. MILLER
but that the new health service would help out a great deal.
''What we need is co-opera ..
ti on between the different groups
whose functions are to help.
We're working towards that with

9:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY
812 E. 2nd

SAVE TIME &ORDER HERE
CUSTOM PRINTING

Personalized Christ111as Cards
Wedding Invitations

111

East Fourth .

925-2944

Ellensb~rg

505 N. Pine

Y25-3133
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Stringfellow Speaks Out on Racism

SAVE MONEY

" jrowning the tiny man
We are
said.
William Stringfellow, attorney, social critic, and lay theo.
logian socked it to his audience
Monday in Hertz with a quiet
yet fiery fervor.
After gently ushering his
speech, "Living in Apartheid''
along with Biblical
quotes,
Stringfellow thea made -. pre.
diction.
"Our destination is not pa:ra.
dise. The riame of our para.
dise is Johannesburg. We have
j1.1st arrived at an i.nstitutionaU.
zation of racism that can onl!'
be sanctioned by a police state;"
ne .;ioted.
Like the early Egyptians, e.
very white man is perversed in
humanity and is impersonal a.s
a human being, Stringfellow
said.

We Have Added To Our
Dairy Operation
Pasturized And Homogenized
As Well As Raw Grade "A" Milk

80' Per Gallon
Our Plant Is Now In Full Operation
And Ready To Serve You

Open Daily 3 to 6:30 p.m.

SORENSON'S
NANUM VUE DAIRY

the symbol of that action ls what
Jtas happenad in the l:ist
15 yea.rs.
According to Stringfellow, the
l~st 15 years falls into phases
of protest.
Beginning in 1954 the blact
revolt was characterized and
dominated by elliics and tactics
of non-viole:\ce.
"It ended because the constant
relentless response of l:hewhite
majority during th,)se ten years
to black non-violence was white

"The white majority has sanc.
tioned a course of action which
not only guarantees continuation
of brutality of blacks but des.
truction of the white majority."
Stringfellow said.

2 Miles East On Kittitas Highway

Although the racial crisis be.
gan in the United States in 161~
when the first slave was sold,

apartheid in the U.S . . . .

SEE YOU SOON
•
•
•
•
•
•

RECORDS
TAPE RECORDERS
RADIOS
RECORD RACKS
NEEDLES
STEREOS

Orchesis Presents
'This Is a Dance'

COME IN AND
CHECK OUR LARGE
SELEcr10N
I

cAMPU s:~~C:,RD
AT THE PLAZA

Dean's At 4th & Ruby :

violence institutionallzed under
the color of legality."
Black rioting then, the second
phase of protest is imitative of
the earlier white prote.3t and
response.
Now the white counte& violence
to rioting has become a. thorough
militarization of local police
power, he said.
To expiate our guilt String. .
fellow said we continue to bru.
talize and imprison black life.
"But the Egyptians when theJ'
attempted to do so the same
wer ~ drowned," he ·,varned,
"Dear fell ow Egyptians, be.
hold, we are drowning. Ac.
cording to God it is just that
this be so,'' Stringfellow pro.
phesized in a biblical manner.
Earlier that afternoon String.
fellow spoke on the "Impotence
of Student Protestu.
Prospects of a revolutionan' .
change are 7efy limited and like.
ly to disappear unless we can go
beyond rhetoric and .a ct for
change and see change of a substanti ve kind, Strlngfellow said.
However, be!' ore activating re.
volution you have to face the
truth that the military re.
taliating powe.:· :hat has been
mobiliZed against any color or
revolt is massive a.nd efficient.
The university is no long~
engaged in lea:...~_1ing or teachinr;
but has be:::ome a satellite of
the military, the racists, and
others a:1d is dependent upon
commercial philanthropy.
This depreciation must be re.
versed he said.
Stringfellow advocated the
abolishment of the whole tuition
an1 fee system ~'because ~he
chief credential for higher edu..
cation has been the ability to
pay which is not academic.''

"This is Dance,'' a presentation of two modern dances, a
demonstration speech, and two
films are being sponsored by
Orchesis, the modern dance
club Oct. 29 at 4 p.m. and 8
p .m. in Hertz Recital Hall.
Admiss~on is 25 cents. Tickets will be sold at the door.

BONNE BELL BEAUTY B.ONUS
A 2 oz. Plastic Trial & Travel size
with the regular 8 oz. bottle ... $3.00

In the tradition of Nob Hill.
But spiced
with the spirit of the Barbary Coast.

Ca111bridge Classics
with Fortrel®
Cambridge Classics are very San Francisco. Urbane, with clean lines
and crisp tailoring. Authentic styling, with up-to-the-minute colors
and patterns. Fortrel®polyester and cotton. 14.50 and under. For a list of
nearby stores. write Box 2468, South San Francisco, California 94080 .

li\1;•1•••1
CACTUS CASUALS®
I

I

Try just 2 ozs. of Ten·O·Six Lotion· and see how clear, bright and
honest your skin can look. (If there's any doubt return the big 8 oz.
bottle for a complete refund.) Ten·O·Six is the remarkable facial
lotion that cleanses deeply, helps clear skin problems, and normalizes
dry, oily or half-and-half skin. Now's the time to try Ten·O·Six Lotion.
A 2 oz. plastic traveler to sample first then the 8 oz. shelf size to
keep your complexion clear and beautiful. Honest.

,4'.

Your Beaut)' Health and Prescription Center"

4th and Pine .C~ARENCE H.EL$ESON - ~nd _JO~ _ SCHWAB

__ . -~~~
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Special Ring Day
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October 31 st
· November 1 st

:Open 7:30.G.m.-8 p.tn. Monday- Friday
· e :· S·a turday 1 ~ a.m.-5 p.m.
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Retreat Highlights Sex Symposium
Highlighting the Sex Sym.
posium, Nov. 11-17, will be a
retreat for married students and
various renowned speakers.
On Saturday and Sunday, Nov.
16·17, the Married Students Retreat will be held at Camp
Field, Leavenworth, Wash. The
purpose of the retreat wlll be to
-explore the subject ot the sym.
posium with special emphasis
on the marriage relationship.
Dr. William Hulme, professor ·
of pastoral counseling at Lu.
theran Seminary in St. Paui,
Minn., will be the primary
speaker for the retreat. He
will also present a major ad.

dress on Friday evening and
appear at a curbstone that af.
ternoon.
The cost of the retreat will
be $15.00 per couple and free
baby sitters may be secured
through the Ecumenical Cam.
pus Ministry.
The keynote address will be
delivered by Dr. Lester A. Kir.
kendall, professor of family life
at Oregon State University, Mon.
day evening. He has developed
a special interest in interper ..
sonal relationships as a framework for valuable judgements
and decision-making in human
relations.

In addition to numerous ar.
ticles, he has written several
books incorporated from his
research and counseling exper.
iences.
Another speaker will be Dr.
Lawrence Meredith, dean of the
chapel at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton, Calif.
Meredith's involvement in the
college community has led him
to a thoughtful examination of
student attitudes and values. He
was recommended by Playboy
as a "most effective and articulate spokesman for a differ.
ing point of view.''
Meredith will be engaged in a
dialogue with Anson Mount, public affairs manager of Playboy
Enterprises.
In addition to a busy commun.
ity relations schedule, Mount
handles Playboy's extensive dia.
logue with clergy; appearingfre.
quently as a speaker on the sub.
ject of "The Playboy Philosophy" and the ''New Mo.
rality".
He
is also a Playboy
"veteran" (his past duties have
included develaping ___tl)_e_ IHay.- _boy:-College -:aiiieaii, .editing the
Playboy Fo1·um and other pro.
jects) and is also a leading expert on college football.
These speakers will be speak.
ing at various times throughout
the week. TheMarriedStudents
Retreat will be the conclusion of the symposium.

flZZA
Pizza Available From
4:30 until Closing---15c and 20c
15c and 25c

ROOT BEER
QR.ANGE

-BURGER FAMILY Papa Burpr • • • . • • • Delue 75c
Teen Burger • • • • • • • Deluxe 75c
Baby Burier • • • • • . • • • • • • 29c
Mama Burger • • • • • • Deluxe 60c
Plain Burger ••.• 50c
To Add Cheese .••• 5c
Egg •.•••••• ·••• toe
50c
• • • • • • • 55c
Bacon, Lettuce Ii Tomato . • 65c
Ham Sandwich • . . • . . . . . • 60C
Hot Dog •••.•••••••••• 35c
Coney Dog •..••••••••• 45c
Corn I>ogs • • • • • • • • • • • • 30c
Taco •...•.•...•.•.•• 35c
Poor Boy (French Bun) • • • • 65c
Piazza Burger .••

Shrimp Burger • • • • • • ••••• 60c

~

Toasted TWla

• • • • • • • • • • 50c

Grilled Cheese • • • • • . . . • 40c
Fishwtch •••••••••••••• 55c
Tater Tots • • • . • 30c and. • 50c
French Fries ••.• 30c and•• 50c
Onion Rings . • . . • . • • . • • 35c
c1mct wacon steak sand. . • 75c
FISH snx
Fries and Tartar Sauce
90C

STEAK IN A BUN

Salad and Fries
1.25
BANANA SPLIT 70c

Si.Jm• • • • .. • • . . • . • • • • • 45c
Root Beer Float • . • • • . . . • 35c
Malts . • • . • . . • . . . • • • • • 50c
SUndaes , •••••• • • • • • • 3s-45c
Floats . • . . . . • • • • . • . . . • 40C
Cola • • • . . • . • • . • • 15c and 25c
Frosties • • . • . • . . . • . • . • • 45c
7·UP ..•.••.•..•••• • • • 25c
Coffee •.•..••...•. 15c aad 20c
Hot Chocolate • • • . . • 15c and 20c
Pint of Ice Cream • • • • • . • • 40c
Quart al Ice Cream • • • • • • . • 75c
HOT APPLE TURNOVERS .••• He
ALA M9DE •••••• 35c
FRESH A Ii W FLAVOR

ROOT BEER

Quart Kone

nGal.

1

COLA

40c

50c
60c

ORANGE

40C

60c

Cblcbn-Frles, Roll, Salad
14 • . • • . • • . $1.IO
lh . • • . • • . • $1.45

35c

Galloa

.90
1.10
1.10

2,000
Years
Young
By Gil Splett
Lutheran Campus Minister

Rita (not her real name)
that she was pregnant, and
is a young girl who came
the news that theyoun~man'~
to live with us because she
parents would not permit
was five months pregnant
marriage, and the news that
and - unmarried.
Although
her .parents didn't want her
her parents did not reject
living at home. And even if
her (so they said), they did
not want her llving at home
"everyone did it", everyone
where neighbors could see
didn't get cut offfrom friends
her "growing condition". At
and family, everyone jidn't
best herpresencewasanem.
have to live with strangers,
barrassment to her famlly.
everyone ~fidn't have to give
Indeed, as far as Rita was
up plans for collega, and
concerned, notblng serious
when these thoughts piled up
had happened. The cause
on her, Rita concluded that
o/. her embarrassment was
her life nad been ruined. She
was really ready for some
not what she had done,
("which", she said, "every.
good news, .and 1t came.
body does"), but that she_
The good news was simply
bad been careless 1n doing
thls:
A person does not
; need to have his future de·
1t. And so it was that Rita
came to Uve with us during
term!!l~q_py_his-past,· -at any -·
her ''four month.l)Unlshmelit- ~--· moment of life there is an
- ror carelessness" 0
opportunity to begin anew,
But something had happencompletely fresh without pay.
ed, and even 1f "everyone"
ing off past misla.kes, with.
did it, Rita's life was set
out being fearful of makao a new course. She in·
ing mistakes · in the future.
sisted that she would some·
The ''good news'' Rita heard
day marry the father, even
was the Christian Gospel
of forgivenes3 and new llf e.
though she questioned her
love for him. (Perhaps there
"Forgiveness" means. that
payment is no longer demand.
was a twinge of guilt) In
any event, her plans for col·
ed. The guilt is set aside
lege were set aside, her
and the future ne111.1 not be
plans for dances and par·
filled with acts of re;>ay.
ment.
"Ne..v life" mea.1s
rUes and all those things
that only young people can
that we need not fear the
do when they are free from
prospect of repeating our
responsibllltles, would no
mistakes beJause we, unlike
longer flt lnto a future that
computers, are not pre-pro.
was committed to marriage
gramed to repeat ourselves,
as soon as she was "of age".
even if our previous actions
And the baby, flesh of her
<!Ould be traced to a mulflesh, would be given away
titude of causes from our
like some toy she had grown
past. We can, in fact, let
tired of - even though some
the life of Jesus become our
thing in her wanted so very
own past Ufe and thus the
much to hold on to the cblld.
precondition for future aeYes, something bad happe~tion.
ect... ber choices were no
This is the "good news"
longer free, her options were
that
Christianity has been of.
no longer unlimited. Whether .
fering to men for 2,000 years,
she admitted it or n<>t, her
w1 th only one, quite logical,
actions were now motivated
condition attached . . . you
by fear and guilt and, somehave to be:teve ;L And you
times, hopelessness. Her
are !ree to choose not to
mood was sullen, her speech
believe
a.
was cynical, her Ute was
Rita believed it • . . and
not free - perhaps it was
started a new llfe, a We so
dead.
Rita needed some good
different from he~· past that
news. She really hadn't bea_· 1
it needs a special name. She
any since she heard the news
calls it "eternal llfe ."

WHIP'EM
WILDCATS
WELCOME BACK

ouos-

PRAWNS (Breaded Shrimp)
TUBS OF CIDCKEN
12 pcs-3.99
20 pcs-5.09 21 Prawns 1n a Basket or
6 Jumbo Prawns $1.45
Fries Ii Rolls tncluded

FREE DORM & HOME DELIVERY
•1 00 Min.

925-9861

AFTER 5:30 p.m.

IN THE PLAZA ·- 925-2661

------·-
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Prestone
DE-ICER .
.WITH SCRAPPER TIP

- --- -

-----. - -------

. HALLOWEEN
. CANDLES ' .

FROM

33•

IN ELLENSBURG,
ONLY MONEY SAVER
HAS CONSISTANTLY
LOWER DISCOUNT
PRICES TO EVERYONE,
EVERYDAY

· Choose From Our Large Selection

HALLOWEEN CANDIES
Bubble Gum
Lollipops
'ALL AT
Sugar Daddys Welch's
DISCOUNT
Milk Duds
Brown & Haley .PRICES

SWING
IN'
hairstyle
L~ST
69$

egular-Super-~nscente

REVLON
LOVE-PAT
MAKE-UP

Y2 PRICE

Cologne ·&
After Shave

THESE ARE JUST 4 OF
THE FINE MEN'S LOTIONS AVAILABLE AT
. MONEY SAVER DISCOUNT STORE
,......._~(DISCOUNTED OF COURSE)

,...-~ 1GENTLE CARE

,CONDITIONER·
BEAUTIFULLY STYLED
HUMAN HAIR

Beauty Prescription
For Your Hair

. FALSE EYELASHES

LIST
PRICE

MM
.£

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiirmr;;::;;;~;:;;::;:;::;;;;:;:;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.-1':--_J ~~NEY ' 99·•

LIST •3•_
s

s1 99

SAVER

BUY 100

Ho ... e

'our

OC"•ctor Co .

925 • JlJJ

GET
HIGH NTlfltCY
VITA.. INf'CNIMUL.A

For..,.evtnllCH'loftet1ain

MTHMl•RAU

vilamindtf1c1tnc:i11.Also
sU11o11ts ur.ous mtfttrah

~

S. G.~

•u...

~C:

•uv ,

\00

P'ltEE

100

*Uii"·frh.HB.+
01 ltO' I • ' C "

c;e:
P'ltEE

em 1i.i\jij13o+

V ' "'

Ot ••Ool

-C" . u ' "'-

30 FREE
LIST

'779
SPEC

s3l9A9 L.

High Potency
MYADEC!Vitamin -Formula
Plus Minerals
0

LIST
. 75 • .

LAVACOL
Rubbing Alcohol
In Plastic
Container

DISCOUNT·STORE
50510.PINE
.OPEN: Weekdays-10-8 Saturdays-1 o;.6
Closed Sundays

STUDENT INSTRUCTION
FAA & VA GROUP FLIGHT TRAINING
And GROUND SCHOOL
PILOT AND AIRPLANE FOR-$5
For Further Information Call:
962-9849

MIDSTATE AVIATION

WELCOME ALUMNI
PHONE'YOUR
ORDER IN AND
TAKE IT HOME

DAIRY MART
DRIVE-IN

608 N. Main

925-3588

Residents Recommend Changes···
Recently the Head Residents
Committee, concerning freshmen women's hours, drew up a
committee report to be submitted to the Associated Womens tu.
dents for discussion. The re.
port was designed to reflect
the majority opinion of the men
and women headresidentson the
Central campus.
The committee felt that the
present closing hours for fresh.
men women are no longer an
effective tool in helping young
adults mature. They suggested
other ways in which the pro.
blem could be coped with, and
they expressed a desire to have
the AWS examine closing hours
and act in accordance with their
findings.
Committee member Melva

McCullough, head resident of
Meisner, said that the report'
was merely a recommendation.
She said that it Wd.S entirely
up to the administration to make
any changes that wuld be made.
''We feel that the girls should
have an active part in making
changes. This would be a learn.
ing process for them, andprove
to be of real value," Miss
McCullough said.
The fourth meeting of the
SGA legislature of Fall quar.
ter was called to order by Mike
Fuller Oct. 21.
The committee had decided it
would be a good idea to abolish
women's hours, and let the in·
di victual dorms decide upon their
own hours.
"A change in the women's

hours policy, in my q>inion ;
is not only necessary, but also

long overdue." He went on to say, "The school administration
has made it clear that they will
not act on this problem unless
the Student Body requests chan.
ges," Tim Wing, head resident
of Carmody said.
"The administration here has
a history of accepting virtually
every well-thought out student
recommendation, and there is no
reason to believe that this case
woold be any different.", Wing
added.
"As head residents we have
made our feelings clear . . .
~ow it is up to the students to
make theirs clear .. " Wing con.
eluded.

Central Students Host Recreation Congress
Fifty.five student delegates
formulate plans to presentto the,
from Central attended the Na.
NRPA Board for a Student Sec.
tional Recreation and Park Astion and to suggest plans for
sociation Congress at the Seat..
next
year's
congress in
tie Center last week. They actChicago.
ed as hosts for 4,000 leaders
Nancy Sackmann, a senior
of the profession as well as
from Central was selected as
secretary and member-at-large
for the 400 student delegates
Attending ·the congress were _ for this group, and Ed Dalirig,
also from Central was elected
Dr. Sal Prezioso, executive
vice-president of NRP A; recreation educators from the U.S. and
Canada; and student represen·
tatives from 39 colleges and
universities with recreation departments.
Dr. Eldon Jacobsen has
During the congress, a work.
recently been appointed the
ing group of students represen.
office of dean of facutly, am
ting geographical areas of Cana.
will officially take over Nov.
da and the U.S. was for med to
1 of this year. Jacobsen is
replacing Dr. Charles Mccann,
who has been appointed pres.
ident of the new Evergreen
State College in Olympia.
Dr. Jacobsen received his
B. A. at Utah State University,
with a double major in psy.
chology, and speech and drama.
At the same school he received
his M.A. in psychology. He
pursued graduate studies in
psychology clinics, and re.
ceived his P.h.D. from the
University of Washington. In
1950, Dr. Jacobsen came to
Central as a psychology in.
structor.
The job of the. Dean of Fae.
ulty is to work closely with the
deans to further.a total instructional program. Jacobsen stat.
ed, "I welcome the challenge
and opportunity to work with
the total instructional pro.
gram. The excellent ad minis..
trative staff of deans and de.
partment chairmen here will
help make the challenge a plea.
sure.

Dean Takes
McCann's Role

"HAVE A SAY IN YOUR GOVERNMENT"

VOTE FOR
AMENDMENTS
1, 2, & 3
·OCTOBER 30, 1968

to represent theNorthwestarea.
Rick Sedgewick, another Cen.
tral student, who had been in
charge of student delegate hous.
ing, was invited to sit in on
the American Park and Recrea.
tion Society Board meeting, pre.
ceeding the congress. Sedge.
wick also served as a student
representative to the Student
Congress Committee composed
members
from
of faculty
Central, U. of W., am, U. of
o., and WSU.
Other Central students acting
as committee chairmen included: Mary Thomas and Pam
Earle, VIP student reception;
Denny Temple, CWSC recrea.
tion club, president; LYDIJ. Ly.
becker, student picnic; David
Boushay, Job Mart assistants;
John Wood and Susanne Fint,
student lounge; Andrea Reynolds
and Elise Adams, student host.
ing.

Clubs Make Booths
In SUB Ballroom
This years Club Night will
be held next Wednesday, oct.
30, from 8:10 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom.
According to Gary Damascus,
publicity director of the program the purpose of Club Night
is to give every club at Central
that wants to be recognized
All
a chance to be seen.
students are urged to attend.
usually the club presidents
and one or two of their officers
are on hand to explain the pur.
pose of the club and promote
the coming activities.
All clubs wishing to part·
icipate should see Mike Fuller,
coordinator of the program.

NOW OPEN
'TIL 9 P.M.

DOWNTOWN ELLENSBURG

TUESDAY Thru FRIDAY
LADIES NIGHT
COMING SOON ~
Bates
Floaters®
Leimre f i J11f11·e11r

FROM

s149s

CAMPUS
.

:BARBERSHOP
&SAUNA

(Formerly Dave's Barber Shop & Sauna)
INTHE PLAZA

~ ,. f

'

; ATTENTION HORSE RIDERS!

NOV.&
WOULD YOU LIKE
TO RIDE HORSES
AND HAVE CREDIT FOR
P.E. CLASSES
Individual
stalls with
paddocks, pasture, inside arena fully equipped for roping, bucking
chutes, iumping, barrel
racing, pole bending.

'300 wooded acres to
ride in with iump course.
Horses for rent. 2 miles
south of town on the
Yakima highway.

Beginning Classes in
English & Western Pleasure

IF YOU ARE 1-NTERESTED
YOU MUST BE AT THE

MEETING NOV.6~7 P.M.
SUB.208
:,' 925-2337

Sign Makers

FOR FURTHER

_Men of Elwood manor work together to perform what they hope will be the winning sign in
this year's hemecomlng competition. A goal for the men ls to be able to look back at this
years from now and say "once upon a timeo••"

INFORMATION CALL

WE HAVE COME OF AGE

·SERVING _
CWSC for

21 YEARS
Welco111e Alumni

-

Open 7 Days A Week 8

a~m.-10
-

'

..

p.m.
·
--

'

llllllJerrol's
'11111 11 book department
~

_

111

E.

8th AVE.

8

962-4137,
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rof. Savelle Lectures In Hertz
Dr. Max Savelle, professor
._ id noted historian, again spoke
t students Wednesday, Oct. 22.
i1 Hertz Recital Hall. Savelle's
t r pie was "Three Philosophies
a'.ld America•II: David Hume."
Hume, a greatScottishphilos.
opher, was in agreement with

Voltaire and Ben Franklin that
man acted on impulse, and that
instead he should delve into
his enormous intellect. Savelle
stated that Hume's style was
more profound than either of the
two men.
Hume was held in high esteem

'FOREIGN C·AR
'SERVICE
And DOMEST1C

Kawasaki _Motorcycles

INDEPENDENT
603 Main ;

Au10

REPAIR:

The :Roffler

by both Franklin and Voltaire,
the latter who once said "In
Hume one discovers a mind
superior to his matter.'' All
three were lmown to be great
moralists.
Savelle stated that Hume con·
sidered the Negro to be inferior
to the white man, as did Vol·
taire. According to Dr. Sa·
velle, Hume was a philosophical
racist. "We must assume that
the conviction of the superiority
of the white race was a philosophical conclusion based on exploration of philosophers of that
time," Savelle said.
Hume was profoundly im·
pressed with the discovery of
America and the formation of
colonies, and once stated "The
age of ~iscovery is the true
dawning of the new era," Hume
believed America to be the
birth of the Anglo-Saxon culture.
He became quite angry with Engo
land when she tried to tight.
tein the colonies.
He became an angry radical
and addressed his fury to the
English government. He stated
"I hope to see the downfall
of England. I hope the English
monarchs and patriots will
make their exit and improve the
English excellence by their dy.
ing speeches."
In conclusion, Dr. Savelle tit!..
ed Hume as ''The greatest Brit.
ish thinker of his time."

Hertz Hall Offers
Free Spook Shows

Sculptur-Kut

There will be free horror
movies shown, Halloween, Oct.
31 at. Hertz Recital Hall for
Central students, faculty, staff
and dependents, starting at 8
p.m.

Technique
Appointments
. 925-5141

HORSES

Would You Look Good In A
Center Part? Talk To Joe
About It At His Shop In
The Heart Of Town

FOR

RENT
2 mi. South of town on
Yakima highway. Also
Boarding
&
Training.
300 acres to ride in plus
indoor arena.

Licari's Barber Shop
103 E. 4th

925-2337

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

CORSAGES
FOR
Homecoming 1968

Protesters
Protestors from Whitney Hall demonstrated in the hall·
way outside Qf the SGA Olffice TueSday to protest p0st.
Ponment of the selectieil of a representative for their
district.

Cooper Hears Student Protest
Concerning Appointment Delay
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, sixteen
students combined to protest the
postponoment of the selection of
an SGA representative for post
number three.
Representing Whitney, Ste.
phens, and Muz.t.all Halls, the
students demonstrated in the
hallway outside the Student Go.
vernment office.
Participating in the demono
stration were Whitney residents Tom LaRiviere, Don Lar.
son, Keith Estes, Gary Larson,
Bill Lake 8 Dave Hendrickson,
Greg Schol ti, Randy Baily, Mark
Warner, John Huebener, andDa.
vid West . From Muzzall were
Jim McCormick, Jacques Hage.
man, and Doug Buteaux. ·They
were joined by Mark Heste and
Steve Carlson from Stephens
Hall.
The demonstrators stated that
the position has been open since

last Spring Quarter. There have
been applications filed by three
people this :fall. However, the
personnel
committee hasn't
found the time to appoint any.
one to the post.
The students who met with
Austin Cooper, SGA president,
contended it is necessar~ for
the personnel committee to interview each of the applicants.
The students believe they have
presented a qualified applicant
and there is no legitimate excuse for the delay. It was· suge
gested a temporary represen.
tative be appointed until the per.
sonnel committee found time
to consider their decision.
Cooper suggested that the stu.
dents attend the SGA meeting
Monday night in room 208 in
the SUB, at which time they
could present their opinions to
the legislative body.

Webster's
BAR BQ••••

CALL

925-55'58
FREE DELIVERY
Wl'll Al CLOSI Al YOUR PHONI

''HOME OF
THE BARBEQUED
BEEF SANDWICH~';

\

Open 'Til 10:30 p.m.
ORDERS TO GO

WEBSTER'S

ELLENSBURG FLORAL SHOP

BARBQ

FOR THAT IPICIAL TOUCH
DOWNTOwN LOCAftON--NIXT TO THI POST OnlCI
307 N. Pearl

8~

& Anderson

Across From large Mall

Leading the Evergreen Con.
ference with a 4-0 record, Cen.
tral's grid team will meet the
University of Puget Sound to..
morrow in a homecoming game
being played at Tomlinson Field
at 1:30 p,m. In action last
year, the Loggers defeatedCen.
tral by a score of ~1-3.
Puget Sound will carry a 4-2
record into the contest with
the Wildcats. Central's overall
record is 4-1 with the only loss
coming at the hands of Humboldt
State in a non-conference encounter.
Last week, Puget Sound lost
to unbeaten and defending Northwest League champion Willamette by a score of 17.. 13. Central defeated Western for the
second time this year by a
score of 7.3.
The leading offensive threat
on the Logger squad is split-end
So far this
Dan Thurston.
year, Thurston has caught 36
passes for a total of 627 yards.
Going into the contest with Cen ..
tral, he has a good chance of
breaking the old school record
of 46 pass receptions in a season set by Joe Peyton in 1966.
Peyton, a former Little All·
American, is now an assistant
coach with the Loggers.
Handling
the.. quarterback
chores for Puget Sound will be
Bob Cason and Botley. Last
week, Botley scored one of the
Logger touchdowns on a 30-yard
run. The other touchdown was
scored by defensive lineman
Roy Bogrand when he picked

up a loose fumble and ran seven yards for the score.
Last week, Central moved closer to the Evergreen Conference
title by defeating Wes tern for the
second time this year by a close

fourth quarter, he ran back
a punt 71 yards for the score.
Until that time, Western's tough
defense had almost completly
r
stopped the Wildcats.
The Vikings went ahead 3°0
in the second quarter when
Freshman Lance Wilson kicked
a 32 yard field goal. Western
almost pulled the game out late
in the fourth quarter when defensive halfback Guy Generaux
blocked Harvey Kochel's punt on
the Wildcat 36 and Pat Flannery
picked up the ball and ran it all
the way to the 15. ·
At this time Central's defense
toughened up and held Western
to two yards in three plays.
Then quarterback Steve Kearby
threw an incomplete pass and
the Wildcats took over.
Central gained a total of 96
yards on the ground against the
tough Western defense. Hert.
ling was the leading individual
ground gainer with 60 yards .
Going into the game, Hertling'
was the leading No. 1 small
college rusher in the Northwest.
Ron Hoiness added 19 yards
for the Wildcats in the eontest.

Central faces possibly its
toughest opponent this season
when the 'Cats tangle with the
University of Puget Sourd Log.
gers in the annual Homecoming
football game tomorrow at 1 :30
p, m. on Tomlinson Field.
Head Coach Tom Parry says
his Wildcats are running
almost at full strength. "At
this stage of the season,,, Par ..
ry said, "you have a lot of
bruises and aches and pains.
But we can't complain; we
should be ready to go full tilt
Saturday.,,
Parry added that the Log.
ge·rs, although having lost to
Hawaii and Willamette this
year, are a well-balanced team,
both offensively and defensive.
ly. A good passing and scramb.
ling quarterback highlight the
offense, while the defensive
squad is extremely aggressive
and does a good job of pres.
suring the opponent.
A full schedule of sprots
activities this weekend shows
Central' s cross • country team
at Greenlake in Seattle to fac~

the University of Washington
and the University of Idaho,
at 10:30 a.m. The women's
volleyball team goes against
. the alumni at 9 :30 a. m., while
the women's field hockey team
is playing the alumni at 10
a.m.

~VERYTHING

'. For Your Sewing

GREG SMITH
.Player ot the week.

Kochel handled the quarter ..
back chores for the Wildcats.
· He completed 7 of 16 passes
score of 7.· 3. In the first game for a total of 65 yards and
between the two teams, the Wild· had one intercepted. Howard
cats skimmed by with a l4a7 Hosley was again the leading
receiver for Central with 3
victory.
Mighty mite Steve Hertling passes caught and 25 yards.
was the hero for the Wildcats Steve Daily caught 2 passes for
when on the first play of the a total of 24.

Needs

THE- FAB-RIC .
SHOP
962-2204
413 N. PEARL

Call station to station
from home or work any
time between midnight
a'lld 7 AM. Talk 3 minutes
anywhere in the continental U.S. for 75¢ or less,
plus tax. Dial long distance direct or if you don't
have direct dialing ask the
operator.

ELLENSBURG .
JELEPHO.NE _
CO.

FALL SALES EN-DS TOMORROW
YOUR CHOICE

* Except
in states where
Fair Trade Laws prevail
THE -TOP NAMES IN SPARK PLUGS
AC Fire Ring and Champion spark plugs available for most
makes and models! You get full fire power and higher top
speed - keep your spark plugs in top condition! (AJ0804-5 AJ0851-7 and AJ1200-3 -AJ1218·3)

R£-•gu larly $59.95

Reg $1.49

139
Reg $2.22

1a1

FOR QUICK
STARTS

ON COLD
MORNINGS

S U .:tc k
tcr u i.~d .

stt:~ r t! O

taped Pk:, t: 1!:v
Vo iu rr1e. 10 .ne ann

BRAND NEW FOR '68!

Ethylene Glycol permanent anti-freeze . .
50-50 mix protects to ·34'' be low
. zer9. (DAX 105)

CA. fl STEREO TAPEDEK

• Authentic -scale model of the famous
Volkswagenl
• Realistic details include front and rear
seats. "steering.. wheel. tires, burnperSt
• Automobile gauge steel · constructionl

t;·:~in::; i ~~
h~~ ; ance

,:-ur.no i. Cha n nei se lector \M FCidqC: n;
Fi...USH MOUNT SPE: i\ KE R l<lT
(MF08'.J:l 4) .
SG .9'.)
HJ\NG-Of\J TYPE SPE/\ t<TR l<IT
(MF0894-5) . - ............ $6.95

(TS0363-3)

&Jon &_Carol'Olson~Owners

· COAST-TO~COA$T •.

'!' •

:the store where your dollar 'will do 'fife most

4th & Pine

Downt~wn

Ellensburg

·925-2588

/

Clt»ifcf'4

'8.IO,
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Gymnasts Prepare For Season
Only in their second year

ot. var slty competition, C en·
tral's gymnasts have already
begun pre.season workouts on

an individual basts.
They are now working on
strength, flexibillty and -en•
durance -exercises. With ef·
fort such as this, Coach Hahn
expects to make a good show·
ing in the N.AoI.A. this year.
The team, consisting of ap.
proximately 20 gymnasts, will
start regular practice on the
first of November.

Their first showing will be an
inter-squad meet on Dec. 7, at
2 p.m. in Nicholson Pavillon.
Spectators are welcome and ad·
mission ts free.
The first scheduled meet of
the season -will be a double.
dual between Central, Washing·
ton State University and East·
ern.
Gymnastic events this year
will include vaulting, rings, free
exercise, horizontal bar, side
horse, parallel bars, tram po.
line and the all-around•

.

All Your Personal
.C leaning Professionally
Handled

Pine & 7th

925-5865

No Sweat?
SUIT PANTS

Sam Ring finlsh6s an agonizing first place, in the college division of last week's invitational
eross-ceuntry meet hosted by c.entral.

And

WARM

CAR COATS

,Harriers Clash in Seattle
In cross country, Central's
lowed by Oregon State, another
Wildcats go aginst the Univer
htghly-rated team, with 39 and
sity of Washington Huskies and
Washington with 58.
the University of Idaho Vandals
Washington State also placed
in a meet at Seattle tomorrow.
first in the Freshman and Ju.
Central defeated the Huskies
nior College division with 45
in the Coupeville Invitational
points. Following the victorious
Oqt. 12 on Whidbey Island in
Cougars were Seattle Commun.
the two teams' only competition
ity College, second with 80
in the same class this seapoints; Oregon State Frosh,
son.
third with 96; and the Wash·
This will be the first meet. 'ington ·Husky Frosh finishing
ing for the Wildcats against the
fourth with 109.
Vandals.
In the sixth annual event a tot.
Coach Art Hutton of Central . al of 23 teams participated in
said that he plans to start the
the competition with 13 plavarsity team of Sam Ring, Marc
cing in the final standings.
Henry, DaleShea, Jo~ Blue, Ter.
Whitowrth's Jerry Tighe, an
ry Kelly, Larry Keller, and
experienced long-distance run.
John Rodgers for Central.
The meet, which will be held
at Green Lake in Seattle, will
leave only one more regularly
In the Central Washington
Tryouts for the Crimson co.
State College Invitational Oct.
rals, the Central synchronized
19 in Ellensburg, the host Wild·
swimming club, will be held
cats took second place in the
Wedriesday, Oct. 30, in the
college class.
Nicholson Pavilion pool.
Placings in that class were
There will be two sessions
Whirworth, first with 26 points;
of tryouts; 4.5 p .m. and 8-9
Central, second with 67; Port.
p.m.
land State, third with 79; Seat.
tie Pacific, fourth with 91; and .
The purpose of this club, ac.
Eastern and Western in a fifth
cording to Dr. Jean Putnam,
place tie with 156 points each.
Assoc. Prof. of Physical EduIn the University division,
cation, is not only to develop
Washington State, the pre-meet
skill, but to stimulate interest
favorite in the competition, took
in synchronized swimming and
aquatic art.
,
first place with 26 •points fol0

FOR THE

GAME ·

MARGARET'S
IN THE PLAZA

What Illakes these
new suits new?
Slight taper and shape
at the waist, that's
what's new ... and smart!

Most flattering style in years,
yet the difference is very subtle.
Rich, colorful fall shades. In

ner, took overall honors for the
contest posting a 25: 12 for the
five mile course.
Central's Sam Ring placed
second in the overall field of
116 participants posting a time
of 25: 16, four seconds slower
than the winner.
Jim Barkley of Oregon State
captured first place in the Uni.
versity division with a time of
25:19 • .

Seattle Community College's
Riley Shirely was the top finish.
er in the Freshman division.
The meet was held at the
Ellensburg Elks Golf and Coun.
try Club.

Nicholson Pool Site For Corals Tryouts

15%

Dr. Putnam also stated that
the requirements for becoming
a member of the Crimson co.
rals would be the applicants in.
terest and ability in swimming .
Strength of the swimming stroke
will also be considered.
The new team will be selected
by former members of the team
after the Wednesday tryouts.
For those interested in de.
veloping the skill of expressing
oneself in the water, bring your
swimming suit, cap and towel
to one of the two sessions on
Wednesday.

DISCOUNT ON LABOR
WITH SGA CARD

new plaids, checks, stripes.
From $00.00

CURLEE
CLOTHES

MOSER'S

'

TUNE-UPS
BRAKES

FREE LUBE
·w11H OIL & FILTER

DAVE'S SERVICE CENTER
Interstate 90 &
Dollarway Intersection

962-9350
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Quarterback Carries· Ball
Cathlamet High School was
the building point for one of
Central's finest offensive ends.
The man is Howard Hosley, a
basic threat to any defense the
Wildcats will face this year,
and for those that have already
played the Wildcats and Hos ..
ley they know what we mean.
Howard, a senior majoring
in Physical Education, was se.lected last year to the District
1 first string football team as
an end.

. A fond lover of all sports, he
participated in football, basket.
ball, baseball and track in high
school, and now while attending
Central he is active in not only
football but also baseball, where
he is a pitcher .
Howard's most memorable
moment in football, hereatCen.
tral.- was in the opening game
t,his season against Western
,
t
when he caught the \Vil:~ning touch
down pass in the closing minu.
tes of the ballgame.

. :
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'
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Andrew Carnegie,
. , · :~
· . . . :., · .. · speaks to bu~iness majors.: ·.- , -~~
.
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' ' Wouldn't it be fun to make a lot of money, bank it,
and then use your bank books to start a library? ' '

Members of this years womens varsity field hockey team
are:
Front and second row - Team number one
Third and back row - Team number two

Girl- Power

Front row, left to right: Nancy Southwick, Judy Johnson,
Sherle Olmstead, Jeannie Jordan, Louise Adams, Jackie
Lohman.
Second row, -1 to r: sue Peterson, Marta Floyd, Diana
SchUhabel, Karen Lee, Peggy Themas, Joan Arens, Diane
Walters.
Third row, ltor: Venus St. Paul,Jo Hoptinger, Kris Olson,
Bobbi Simpson, Pam Barker, BGnnie Clark, Dr Jean Putnam.
Back row, 1 to r: Cathy Allison, Diane Radel, Leslie
Stockton, PhylUs Hassell, Jean Crawford, Marge;, Warnero

1

Start your career out right by opening a Daily Interest
Savings Account at NBofC. Interest is computed daily,
t.C/J compounded and paid quarterly at 4% per annum.
~ Open your account today. No library should be without
an NBofC savings passbook.

I·p""

1

NBC·

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION • DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO SI 5 000

flt.I.A. Football News

Men's Intramural Association
football league play has recento
1y begun.
Divided into four
leagues are 48 indlvidual teams,
~l vying to become eligible
for the championship finals to
lie held on Nov. 15.
Each team plays a tourney of
11 games. With four of them
completed, the following ts a
summary of how each team
stands in its respective league.
League number one, held at
4 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday ls led by the Swim Team·
with a 4-0 record. Then fol·
lowing in their respective league standings are Walnuts 3-0,
Stevens 2, The Mustangs and
Be~k Hall 1 are all 2· 2; Off
Campus and Mens Co-op 2 are
both 2-1, Independent 69 and
Sparks Hall 3 are 1°2, Middle•
ton 1·3, Buso and Econo Club
2 ts 0-3, and Quigley 3 ls 0·4.
League number two, held at
5 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday ls led by Barto "A" and
Old North Studs both with 4-0
re-cords. Then following in their
respective league standings are
Sparks 1, Morter Forkers, Keno
nedy Hall and the BoB.Bo's,
all holding a 3· l record. Qulg·

ley 4 is 2.2, Whitney Hall and
.the Student Village are both 1-3,
Schooners Oo3, Beck Hall 3
and Stevens 3 are 4-0o
League Number three, held

at 4 Pomo on Tuesday and Thurs·
day ts led by Muzzall 1 and
Ha waU Club, both with 4-0 records. Then following in their
respective league standings are
Colony 69 which is 3·1, Pieces,
Sparks 2 and Mens Co-op 1
all with a 2-2 recordo Muzzall
3 and Elwood Manor 2-1, Muz..
zall 2 and Whitney Hall 2 are
1-3, Beck Hall 2 and Muzzall
4 bring up the rear with 0-4
records,
League number four, held at
5_ p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday ts led by Western Aire
with a 4-0 record. Then fol·
lowing in their respective
league standings are Monroe
Hall 3-0, Quigley 2 and the Big
Ten both with 3-1, F·Troop,
Long Bombs and Resident Advisors all st4nd at 2- 2; BusO'
and Econ. Club 1 ls 2·1, Uni·
versity Village and Carmody
Hall are 1-3, and bringing up
the -end are the Zillah Flash
and Barto "B" with 0-4 records.

J.V. Football Team Reaches
Middle of One-One Season
The Junior Varsity football
team at Central ls half-way
through its season al play, under
the direction of coac~s Brewer
and Tylero
Two .of their four games have
already been played, and thus
far the J.Vo team has posted
a one- win and one-loss record.
The first game, played here
on Oct. 6, was against Eastern.

Central won by the score of
14-6.
Then the J.V. team traveled
to the University ot Puget Sound
for a game on Oct. 13, where
they were beaten 14-0o
Two games remain to be play.
ed, one on Oct. 27, which will
be a rematch with U.P .S., and
the final will be an away game
against Eastern on Nov. 30.,

5th and Ruby
Free Parking
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Students Travel to Job Corps

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

An entourage of Central stu•
force that is working for these
people in a culturally disad.
dents went to the Moses Lake
Job Corps Center .I!!~-sd~y ,_______ v_a_ntag.ed..ar.ea,-and·that-the big. -- - oct. "'22'; -"'Tne four -was the first
gest problems are in rural
of three to be offered this quar.
sc~ools, urban areas, and con..
ter here.
The program has initiated.
The program is described as
three methods to get probe
a new means of approaching
lems solved. An urban center
student teaching.
Dr. Milo
in Seattle, a center for students
Monasmith, assistant director
of rural education in Toppen.
of the Urban Training Center,
ish, and the Job Corps pro.
stated "The program is for
gram are . all part of the pro.
those students who are vitally
gram in which interested stu·
interested in student teaching
dents will be able to take part.
at a job corps center, urban
Any students interested in the
center, or a rural center."
program are asked to get in
He stated that there is a
contact with Dr. Robert Carl.
need to strengthen the present
ton, director of the Urban
Training Center.
OPEN 6: 30

925-9511

FRI. thru TUES. ,
Western & Comedy-Students $1 .25
Western Plays At 7:00 & 10:50 Fri. & Sat.
At 4:00 & 7:50 Sunday-At 7:30 Week Ni9hts

''Mopn

is Blue;'

Stars of the Central Drama department's production of "The Moon ls Blue," Scott Parker
(behind the bar) Lyn Whitworth, and Mike Nevills have an after dlnn~r chat together.

Speech Clinic
Meets In SUB

KNICKERBOCK_ER 'MEN,-$ SROFr KNICKERBOCKER MEN'S

"':c0

A speech workshop dealing
with language problems of young
children ls being held on Cenfral' s campus today.
The workshop ls one of five
held throughout Washington, and
is sponsored by the Washington

"'D

~

z

n
~

State Speech Assoclationo
The principal speaker for the
workshop is Dr. c. Donald Nel·
son, Who ls also coordinator 01
the University of Oregon Medi·
cal School's Speech and_Lan·
guage Development Projecta
Dro Nelson and his staff have
been testing chi}.dreri up through
the age of eight years in an at·
tempt to determine What ls nor0 · ,
mai~ or ·--~erage-;-- f-or nor.niaL ._
children in a particular age
bracket.
Hazel Dunnington, assistant
,professor of speech and drama
at Central, stated that the day.
long program is planned for all
educational levels, especially
for primary, elementary, and
special education teachers. Its
main purpose ls to provide the~e
teachers with a better understanding of language and lts
implications.
The workshop ls being held
at the SUB, beginning at 9:30
a.mo Among those attending will
be
teacher delegates invited
from Benton, Chelan, Douglas,
Grant, Kittitas, Klickitat, Okan·
ogan and Yakima counties.
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(Excellent Co-Feature At 9:30)

- - - - - · 20th CENTURY-FOX

COMING!

11115 INC:llJl!NI @~

OPEN 7:00

SHOW 7:30
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